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NOTES:

BLIND DONKEY - the journal of The Diamond Sangha, 2119 Kaloa Way, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA.

ELECTRONIC BUDDHIST ARCHIVES - a part of the electronic Coombspapers Social Sciences Research Data Bank at the Australian National University [coombspapers/otherarchives subdirectory], accessible via the anonymous FTP & COOMBSQUEST gopher on the node coombs.anu.edu.au.

KAHAWAI - the journal of The Diamond Sangha, 2119 Kaloa Way, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822, USA. [discontinued]

MIND MOON CIRCLE [formerly "Nothing Special"] - the journal of the Sydney Zen Center, 251 Young Street, Annandale, Sydney, NSW 2038, AUSTRALIA

SPRING WIND: BUDDHIST CULTURAL FORUM - the journal of the Zen Lotus Society, Zen Buddhist Temple, 86 Vaughan Road, Toronto, Ontario, M6C 2M1, Canada

THE TEN DIRECTIONS - the journal of the Zen Center of Los Angeles, 905 South Normandie Ave., Los Angeles, California 90006, USA.

ZEN - the journal of the Zen Group of Western Australia, P.O. Box 8441, Stirling St., Perth, WA 6849, AUSTRALIA.
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BOOKS & THESIS by Robert Aitken Roshi


-----------------------------------------------
ARTICLES by Robert Aitken Roshi


1980. Gandhi, Dogen, and Deep Ecology. Mind Moon Circle (formerly Nothing Special), July 1980, pp. 1-4. [this article was also published in 'Zero' and in 'Simply Living', and is anthologised in Voices for Deep Ecology, edited by Bill Devall, Dream Garden Press]


1987. The Second Paramita. Mind Moon Circle, Summer 1987b, pp. 1-5. [about the Shila, the 2nd Paramita. The text is filed in the Electronic


1990. Bala Paramita. Mind Moon Circle, Winter 1990, pp. 1-4. [about the Bala, the 9th Paramita]


AUDIOTAPES with Robert Aitken Roshi


1990. Taking the eightfold path [sound recording] / with Robert Aitken Roshi. San Francisco, Calif.: New Dimensions Foundation, c1990. 1 sound cassette (ca. 60. min.): analog. Summary: Interview with Robert Aitken, a Zen Buddhist master raised in Hawaii, on his life and background, with discussion on the practical aspects of leading a pure life in contemporary Western society. Univ. Hawaii, Manoa Library Call #: TAPE 2460

PHOTOGRAPHS depicting Robert Aitken Roshi


1987. At the construction site of Palolo Centre. Persons shown: R.


end of file
"I welcome with great pleasure Robert Aitken Roshi's introduction to Zen practice, Taking the Path of Zen. I feel this will be a valuable source of information and inspiration both for those who have a passing interest in the subject and those who have determined to set out on the path of Zen themselves. As an American who has trained in Zen practice for many years Aitken Roshi has a special understanding of the problems and questions which plague Western students of Zen. Clear, uncluttered and simple Robert Aitken explains Zen practise that makes it accessible for all. His pure writing style is a reflection of what he is writing about. An inspirational book. Read more. A Draft Bibliography of Zen Writings of Robert Aitken, Roshi.

Aitken Roshi is co-founder of the Buddhist Peace Fellowship (now with a local East Hawaiʻi Chapter) and serves on its international board of advisors. He has been active in a number of peace, social justice, and ecological movements, and his writing reflects his concern that Buddhists be engaged in social applications of their experience. His more recent publications, The Morning Star: New and Collected Zen Writings, and a new edition of A Zen Wave: Basho's Haiku and Zen, were released in October, 2003, by Shoemaker and Hoard. More. Combine Editions. Robert Aitken’s books.